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SPEECH RECOGNITION IS ONE OF THE MAIN information technologies that provide users with hands-free interaction with computers. The power of speech control promises to help many individuals who might otherwise not be able to interact with a computer through the conventional mouse or keyboard interface. Particularly, users who are physically challenged, visually impaired, or mobility impaired are offered new opportunities by speech recognition-enabled applications.
Although many interesting applications have emerged or enhanced with the advance of speech technology, the current use of such a technology reflects "only a tip of the iceberg of the full power that the technology could potentially offer" (cf. [8, p. 69] ). However, some fundamental and practical limitations of the technology result in unsatisfactory performance of speech recognition systems. The convenience and efficiency promised by speech technology in interacting with computers is seriously compromised by the laborious efforts and frustration experienced in detecting and correcting recognition errors [40] . Widespread acceptance of speech as a primary input modality for computers will not be possible unless the underlying recognition technology can produce sufficiently robust and low-error output [8] .
To bridge the gap between what people expect from speech recognition and what the technology can achieve, it is desirable to find effective ways to detect and even correct recognition errors. Error detection is the premise for error correction. No matter whether it is systems or users who are responsible for error detection, they rely on cues to error detection (CERD). In the system-initiated approach, CERD are extracted automatically from internal parameters or the output of speech recognition, and then used to build machine learning models using the training data [5, 47, 50] . The machine learning models are then used to detect possible recognition errors and even to improve speech recognition output (e.g., [21, 47, 49] ). Thus, this approach is characterized as data-driven because CERD are selected primarily based on their impact on the training data and their automation potentials. This type of approach is efficient; however, its effectiveness may be undermined by overlooking other significant CERD based on user experience and heuristics knowledge, which are neither automatically generated nor predefined.
According to our survey of the related literature, the data-driven approach is dominant in identifying CERD. The ultimate goal of speech recognition is to approximate native speakers' recognition capability. Given the unsatisfactory performance of systems-initiated error detection and the impact of human factors on information technology implementation [23] , there is a strong need to learn CERD from users in order to improve the usefulness of speech recognition systems. However, the extant studies have failed to consider users as an important source for CERD. Therefore, the research question that we aim to address in this study is: What types of CERD do users apply in detecting speech recognition errors?
We propose a knowledge-driven, user-centered approach to discovering CERD in this paper. Instead of relying on trial-and-error, as shown in the systems-initiated, data-driven approach, the proposed method uncovers important CERD from users' knowledge and experience. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to discover CERD via a user-centered approach. An empirical study was designed and conducted to elicit verbal explanations from participants about strategies and cues used to detect speech recognition errors, which were then interpreted and encoded via verbal protocol analysis. This type of analysis lends itself to a taxonomy of CERD, consisting of linguistic, hypotheses-based, and other information. Moreover, the association between CERD and three types of speech recognition errors-insertion, deletion, and substitution errors-was analyzed to gain insights into the effectiveness of CERD for specific types of errors. Furthermore, the result of correlation analysis between different CERD suggests that CERD strongly associated with one another can be used together to enhance the performance of error detection.
The developed CERD taxonomy and related findings of this research can make multifold contributions to the detection and correction of speech recognition errors. First, the taxonomy of CERD is the first of its kind. It helps advance our knowledge on CERD and allows future expansion and refinement. Second, it complements CERD discovered by the traditional data-driven approach. Third, the analysis of CERD, in relation to error types, allows us to contextualize CERD to maximize their utility. Fourth, the findings enable the development of supportive and context-sensitive environments to facilitate users in their detection of errors. They enhance the performance of error detection systems with additional knowledge.
Background and Related Work SPEECH RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY HAS ADVANCED significantly and has had a tremendous impact on individuals and businesses in the past decade. However, a fundamental challenge that has been taking center stage is the detection and correction of recognition errors. Error detection aims to predict whether there is any mismatch between the output of a speech recognition system and the corresponding reference. Effective error detection relies on knowledge support, which is referred to as cues to error detection.
Benefits and Challenges of the Speech Recognition Technology
Speech technology affects business and human life in ways that go far beyond offering an alternative input mode. It can serve as a tool to support content-based retrieval of audio and audio/visual data [35] and information extraction [13] . Business benefits derived from speech recognition include significantly lowered operational costs; decreased "dropped" calls; improved business agility, customer satisfaction, and loyalty; and increased productivity [8, 19, 30] . Customer services supported by speech recognition technology allow customers' calls to be directed quickly and seamlessly. In addition, the speech recognition technology is especially attractive to the following groups of users:
• People with physical or situation-induced (e.g., on-the-move) impairment. Those who suffer from workplace-associated repetitive stress maladies [2] , carpal tunnel syndrome, spinal cord injuries [40] , and other similar problems can greatly benefit from this technology by improving their accessibility to computers through the use of their voices rather than a keyboard/mouse. People who are deaf or hard of hearing are enabled to process information presented orally [3] . Moreover, senior citizens, who experience reduction in their mobility, can access computers and applications at the rate of their speaking rather than typing.
• Students with learning disabilities. It is challenging for students with learning disabilities to keep pace with other students in regular classroom settings. Several research projects have incorporated the speech recognition technology into classrooms [3, 18, 25] . The spoken lecture could be simultaneously processed by a speech recognizer, which can serve as an alternative to traditional notetaking. Speech recognition has been proven to have a remedial effect on letter recognition, word recognition, spelling, reading comprehension, phonological processing, and writing fluency [18, 25] , which may otherwise be very laborious and frustrating. • Doctors, lawyers, transcriptionists, and office personnel. Specialized speech recognition software enables more efficient generation and maintenance of the paperwork required in medical and legal fields [22] .
• Users of mobile handheld devices. Interaction with handheld devices through a small physical or soft keyboard is slow and error prone. Moreover, handheld devices are often used while traveling, in which typing may be difficult due to influences such as shaking [16] . Multimodal mobile applications combine voice and touch as input in order to enhance users' experience [48] .
• Operators of transportation systems. By preventing attention from being diverted by button or touch screen interaction with hands-free control, speech recognition technologies can improve the safety of vehicle drivers.
Despite the numerous potential benefits of speech recognition technology and continuous research efforts, the accuracy of current speech recognition systems is still far inferior to humans' recognition performance. Speech recognition is challenged by co-occurring ambient noise, continuous utterance, diversity in individual speakers' pronunciation, out-of-vocabulary words, and so on. This has seriously hindered the wide adoption of the technology and its impact on society. No user would like to use a speech recognizer that does not guarantee acceptable levels of recognition accuracy. Given the above challenges in advancing fundamental speech technology, we identified two promising directions for improving the usefulness and adoption of this technology: (1) empowering a speech recognition system with the ability to automatically detect and correct errors, and (2) developing an information system to support users in error detection and correction, which would otherwise be a cumbersome and time-consuming process. Both directions can be pursued by advancing the stateof-the-knowledge on CERD.
Related Work
Minimizing recognition errors remains as a long-standing goal in speech recognition research. CERD are essential to any solutions for detecting recognition errors, which is shown in the extant work related to CERD (e.g., [5, 34, 47, 50] ). Moreover, our survey of related studies reveals that the system-initiated, data-driven paradigm is widely adopted.
Confidence Measures
Confidence measures are referred to as a method for detecting hypothesized words that are likely to be erroneous by estimating word and sentence correctness [14] . The result of a confidence measure is denoted by confidence scores. They enable a speech recognition system and subsequent modules to spot the positions of possible errors in the system output automatically [46] .
In order to design a confidence measure, one should consider four factors-the level of confidence measure, error definition, predictors used and combination mechanism, and evaluation [6] . A confidence measure can be computed at different levels such as phone [6] , word [6, 26] , concept [33] , and sentence/utterance [32] . It commonly takes into account the values of an array of predictors or CERD. CERD can be extracted from original models in a recognizer or from additional models, which are then combined with either probabilistic or nonprobabilistic mechanism [46] . In order to compute posterior probabilities in the probabilistic approach, word lattice, a compact representation of alternative hypotheses [26] , and n-best list of top hypotheses have been used [43] . The majority of nonprobabilistic methods for confidence measures use selected features or CERD to build classifiers for predicting the correctness of a hypothesis. Therefore, CERD are a key component of confidence measures.
Cues to Error Detection
A variety of CERD have been exploited and incorporated into confidence measures in the data-driven approach. According to their generality, CERD can be classified into two categories-recognizer independent and recognizer dependent [50] . Recognizerindependent CERD are generic to different types of speech recognizers. For example, based on the speech recognition output, part-of-speech information [41] can be generated via linguistic analysis. Other types of linguistic information that have served as CERD include syllable, content words [41] , parsing mode (i.e., whether a word can be parsed by the grammar and the specific slot position of a parsed word) [49] , probability of nodes/arcs assigned in a parse tree, scores from semantic structured language models [37] , discourse information [41] , and so on. Moreover, linguistic information in the local context has been employed to detect errors [9, 37] . In Sarikaya et al. [37] , for example, various context lengths were factored into the computation of semantic structured language model scores. Another group of generic cues come from intermediate parameters generated by a speech recognizer such as acoustic model scores [36, 49] , language model scores [36, 44] , and posterior word probabilities [20, 44, 46] . Acoustic models are developed to represent audio signals and language models are used to predict the probability of a word based on previous words. Posterior word probability is found to be the best single feature among the internal parameters of a speech recognizer [46] . Moreover, confidence scores of words in the immediate neighborhood influence the probability of the current word being an error [17] .
The availability of recognizer-dependent CERD is contingent upon specific speech recognizers. For example, speech recognition output can be presented in several alternative formats-best hypothesis, n-best list, and word lattice. Alternative hypotheses (e.g., quickly, quietly, quirkily) are available in an n-best list and a word lattice but not in the best hypothesis. If an output word appears rarely in top-n alternative utterance hypotheses, that word is likely to be an error. Thus, path ratios (the ratio between number of paths containing a word and the total number of paths) [7, 15, 36] are also employed as CERD.
The above work contributes to our understanding of possible CERD as well as our design of an empirical study for discovering CERD from users.
A User-Centered Approach to Discovering CERD Despite the notable effect of CERD on improving speech recognition output, as discussed in the previous section, error detection and correction remains as a bottleneck in improving the productivity of speech recognition technology. Two avenues for advancing error detection or correction are identified through our survey of related work. One is to advance the body of knowledge on CERD by learning from human users. The other is to improve the underlying approaches to confidence measures. A better understanding of CERD is conducive to the effectiveness of confidence measures. Therefore, we focus on the first issue in this research.
As discussed in the introduction, the user-centered approach can potentially overcome the limitations of the systems-initiated, data-driven approach. Although some studies involved human users in error detection, the focal interest of those studies was to either improve the usability of speech recognition systems by building multimodal interfaces [42] or compare user performance in error detection in different settings [41] . Tacit CERD that users apply in error detection and correction remain underexplored. The above situations are accounted for by several factors: (1) it is labor intensive to elicit knowledge from users, (2) the rapid advance in powerful computer technologies has cultivated the tendency to ignore users' roles, and (3) there is a gap between what each research community (e.g., speech technology and humancomputer interaction) wants and what it can deliver.
Previous work that bears close relevance to this research was done by Brill et al. [4] , who aimed to improve the state-of-the-art language modeling by incorporating more sophisticated linguistic and world knowledge from people. Several major limitations of the study were: (1) the scope of CERD was constrained to linguistic knowledge only; (2) a list of possible CERD was precompiled for participants to choose from, which was essentially a CERD validation process rather than an elicitation process, possibly limiting the type of information that users apply in identifying errors; and (3) the CERD obtained were at a coarse granularity (e.g., argument structure), which are difficult to directly apply in practice.
To advance our knowledge of CERD, we designed a user-centered approach and executed it in an empirical study. In a knowledge-driven, user-centered approach, CERD are elicited from users when they detect and interpret speech recognition errors in real time. Supplementary data (e.g., alternative hypotheses) were also provided to increase the chance of discovering useful knowledge. Based on the related work on CERD, we selected the following types of data to support error detection in this study:
• Speech recognition output is a rich source of CERD. It enables the application of linguistic knowledge and contextual information in error detection as in database applications [10] .
• Alternative hypotheses and associated information serve as additional references for judging the correctness of a recognized word.
• In light of the merit of discourse information in error detection, background scenario information about the original speech is likely to be useful in error detection. Nonetheless, existing discourse CERD (e.g., previous dialog act [41] ) are designed specifically for spoken dialogue rather than monologue applications such as dictation. New discourse CERD are required to support error detection in dictation.
We did not include parameters of internal models of a speech recognizer to support user error detection because (1) they have already been incorporated while generating the recognition output, (2) they are rarely accessible in a commercial recognition system, and (3) they are difficult for nonexpert users to use. This study aims to not only test the effectiveness of extant CERD for user error detection but also discover new CERD that can improve error detection by both users and systems.
Research Methodology
WE CONDUCTED LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS to discover CERD that users apply in detecting speech recognition errors. In order to collect data about participants' decisions and reasoning, the think-aloud protocol [11] was employed during the experiments to let participants provide explicit explanations about their decisions on errors [29] . A pilot test involving four participants was conducted to ensure correctness and clarity of experiment instructions and procedure. Minor research design modifications were made based on our observations and the results of the pilot study, as well as interviews with those participants.
Participants
Ten undergraduate students were recruited for this study from a mid-sized university on the east coast of the United States. They were all native English speakers and none of them was a professional editor. These participants were sophomores, juniors, and seniors from eight different majors. Sixty percent of the participants were female. They were told that the research study would take about two hours and each participant would be paid $20 for his or her participation.
Task
The experimental task mainly consisted of two parts-detecting speech recognition errors and providing possible explanations for every error detected. The goal of the error detection was to identify the discrepancy between words in the transcripts generated by a speech recognition system and the original speech rather than polish the language.
Eight transcripts were selected and presented in three different formats-text (actual speech recognition output)-only, text with alternative hypotheses, and text with both alternative hypotheses and background information. This helped us evaluate the merit of supplementary information to error detection. Alternative hypotheses included top-three alternative word hypotheses and top-nine alternative utterance hypotheses along with their confidence scores. Background information was represented with task scenarios that were originally used to elicit the speech. The transcript distribution for three different formats was 3:3:2. The text transcripts were randomly sorted for each participant to counterbalance the potential ordering effect. Moreover, transcripts for the background information setting were extracted from different task scenarios to avoid carryover effects.
Each participant was asked to provide more than one piece of evidence to support each of the identified errors. It was recommended for each participant to seek evidence from multiple perspectives without the assistance of specific CERD. This would allow us to acquire knowledge that was actually applied by participants to detect errors and, more importantly, that can help us discover new CERD.
Transcript Data
The transcripts were randomly extracted from a dictation corpus that was generated by a commercial speech recognition system under high-quality conditions from the spontaneous speech of 27 speakers [12, 39] . All of the speakers were native, but not professional, English speakers.
We used two criteria for selecting transcript data-recognition accuracy and transcript length. The recognition accuracy of the speech corpus, 84 percent, was chosen as the empirical error rate. A qualified text transcript should be neither too short to provide necessary context information for error detection, nor too long to be completed within the given amount of time. Based on our experience and observations, 90 words were selected as the target length. The descriptive statistics of selected transcripts are shown in Table 1 . The two columns in the middle, "number of words in the output" and "number of words in the reference," represent actual speech recognition outputs and corresponding manually corrected reference transcripts, respectively. Each transcript was prepared in all three formats, as described in the previous section.
Procedure
Before their arrival, participants were asked to preview two online documents introducing error annotation schemes and examples of text transcripts and other related information (e.g., alternative hypotheses and confidence scores). During the experiment, each participant first took a pretest to assess his or her knowledge of the annotation schemes and comprehension of data that would be presented in the transcripts. If a participant made mistakes on one or more questions, he or she would be asked to redo the questions after reviewing the related online documents. Then, the participant moved on to read instructions and analyze the text transcripts in a given sequence. All the text transcripts were presented in hard copy workbooks, on which a participant could mark and annotate errors. In addition, the participant was asked to think and explain aloud by providing justification explanations whenever an error was detected, which were recorded with a digital voice recorder. After completing all the text transcripts presented in each formats, each participant was asked to fill out a short questionnaire about his or her perception of the process and the results of error detection.
A verbal protocol analysis relies on collecting information about the course and mechanisms of cognitive processes of the internal states of the problem solvers [11, 29] . The think-aloud instruction used in the experiment was: "Say out loud every justification that passed through your mind for explaining each error as you detect it." Table 1 Participants were encouraged to think of more than one justification to acquire more thorough protocols. The contents obtained from the think-aloud method and immediate retrospective responses are valid.
Data Analyses and Results
IN THE FIRST STEP OF DATA ANALYSIS, verbal protocols recorded from each participant during the error detection process were segmented into the units of text transcripts. Content analysis was carried out on the segmented verbal protocols by two independent coders to interpret and encode them. An interrater comparison was conducted to validate the encoding results. Finally, CERD that emerged from the verbal protocol analysis were illustrated and their effectiveness was reported.
Data Encoding
Two coders were recruited to encode the recorded explanation independently. Their tasks were to listen to participants' explanations recorded in the audio files and interpret them while referring to the errors annotated in the completed workbooks. Based on their interpretation results, the coders filled out a coding worksheet in Excel (see Table 2 ) to record coding results separately. Particularly, coders were asked to fill out the parts (formatted in italics in Table 2 ) by specifying transcript# (A-H), sentence#, error#, error type (I: insertion; D: deletion; S: substitution), a list of cues (cue 1 and cue 2 were placeholders for specific cues), and their presence (i.e., Y) for specific errors. Such a process was repeated for every text transcript completed by each participant. The average independent coding time was five times of the audio length per text transcript per coder. Thus, the data encoding was a time-consuming and laborintensive process.
Interrater Comparisons
To examine potential bias, the reliability of cues generated by the two independent coders was tested. There were a total of 1,275 errors for which cues were independently encoded by each coder. The employed think-aloud method was conducive to eliciting multiple cues for detecting each error from the participants. The number of cues per error ranged from 1 to 7, with a mean of 2.22 and a standard deviation of 1.0.
The text descriptions of cues in the encoding results were first normalized by reducing nouns to their singular forms, removing articles, transforming verb phrases to noun phrases, and so on. Then, all the cues were sorted in alphabetical order. The same cues were merged, and each distinctive cue was assigned with a unique identifier.
Given that there could be more than one cue category encoded for each error and some cues encoded by coder A did not appear in the list of cues encoded by coder B, and vice versa, Cohen's kappa, a popular measure for interrater reliability, was not appropriate for this type of qualitative data. Thus, we developed metrics to measure the overall agreement on the separately encoded cues between coders A and B, which is shown in formulas (1) and (2) 
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where N is the total number of errors identified by all the participants, e p,t,s,i uniquely denotes error i identified by participant p in sentence s of transcript t, and C A p,t,s,i (or
) denotes a set of cues encoded for error e p,t,s,i by coder A (or B). It is noted that two alternative formulas were provided for computing the consensus on the coding results for e p,t,s,i . Formula (2) concerns whether there are any overlapping cues to e p,t,s,i between two coders, whereas formula (2′) takes into account the percentage of cues shared by the two coders. The latter is more conservative than the former.
The resulting overall agreement was about 62.0 percent and 43.5 percent based on formulas (2) and (2′), respectively. The relatively low agreement rates were attributable to several reasons: (1) each coder had his or her own preference in choosing words to represent specific cues, (2) the similarity between cues that were represented at different levels of granularity were not factored into the comparison, and (3) different cues were encouraged because the goal of this research was to discover new knowledge from users rather than validate existing knowledge. After mapping leaf node cues to an upper level according to the hierarchy of CERD, which will be introduced in the next section, the overall intercoder agreement reached 71.5 percent and 55.0 percent based on formulas (2) and (2′), respectively. Given the complexity of the encoding situation, especially the large number of categories and the high frequency of multicategory encodings, we believe that the agreement rates were reasonable. 
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The disagreements in the encoded cues for individual errors are further investigated by the first author and addressed by either consolidation or discussion with the coders. The following two scenarios were resolved by consolidation:
• If two cues had overlap, the nature of their relationship was further analyzed.
For example, if it was a generic-specific relationship (e.g., incompatible semantics between two constituents versus incompatible semantics between subject and predicate), the more generic cue would be discarded.
• If two cues were disjointed and contradictory with each other (e.g., part-ofspeech confusion versus open-class word choice), the corresponding verbal protocol would be examined by the first author and one of the cues would be eliminated.
For the remaining inconsistent results, two coders would revisit the original audio files, discuss their discrepancy under the facilitation of the first author, and reach a consensus or choose the majority opinion. As a result, cues that were found to be complementary to each other were kept, different expressions of the same cues were merged, and cues resulting from the coders' misinterpretation were dropped. Finally, 53 cues were selected for the final list of CERD.
A Taxonomy of CERD
An analysis of the discovered CERD revealed that some of cues were relevant to each other. Drawing upon the literature from linguistics, natural language processing, and speech recognition, we clustered different CERD based on the closeness of their relationships and developed a taxonomy of CERD using the bottom-up approach. The top two levels of the CERD hierarchy are shown in Figure 1 . CERD were first grouped into three categories-linguistics-based, hypotheses-based, and others. The linguistics-based CERD were further divided into phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic, and discourse types. The hypotheses-based CERD included both word and utterance hypotheses. Others type of CERD contained adjacent errors, language style, and unnecessary repetitions.
Each leaf node in Figure 1 can be further expanded into subcategories. The full taxonomy of CERD is provided in the Appendix. For the sake of space, we only used the syntactic node for illustration purpose. According to the fully expanded hierarchy shown in Figure 2 , the syntactic CERD consist of phrase structure and sentence structure, and the phrase-structure CERD are further decomposed into parallel structure, modifier, and so on.
To uniquely identify CERD in the taxonomy, we represented the top two levels of CERD with boldface letters in Figure 1 and delineated the lower levels of CERD with sequential numbers in Figure 2 . Moreover, the identifier of a CERD at a lower level is created by attaching the corresponding delineating letter (or number) to the identifier of its parent CERD using a period as the delimiter. For example, "LG" stands for linguistics-based syntactic CERD and LG.1.2 stands for "parallel structure," where "1" denotes the first child of LG, and "2" denotes the second child of the phase-structure CERD. Due to space constraints, the rest of the discussion focuses on the CERD in the third layer. Detailed descriptions and examples of these CERD are given in Table 3 . Since all the language-style CERD were mainly induced by user-introduced rather than system-generated errors, they were grouped together and referred to as OS in Table 3 .
Descriptive Statistics of CERD Our analysis of the encoding results showed that some CERD were used more frequently than others. To evaluate the effectiveness of individual CERD, we needed metrics that could take two factors into consideration: (1) the measurement should be positively proportional to the usage frequency of CERD, and (2) the measurement {{easier than I had expected} {14 -6 -5 5 40}}
(An utterance is a continuous acoustic sequence.)
{{easier than I have expected} {14 -6 -5 3 40}}
HU. 2 Utterance length The length of utterance in which an output word appears.
{{easier than I had expected} {14 -6 -11 5 40}}
HU.3 Path ratio Ratio between number of paths containing a word and
The lengths of the above three utterance total number of paths.
hypotheses are equal to 5, and the path ratio of "had" is 67 percent (2/3).
HW. between two conflicting ideas and he was one of the few people always available to give ideas.
LD.4 Background scenario
Background scenarios used to elicit the original speech.
Describe a book that you are going to write.
(continues) to focus on too many things at the same time.
LP.3
Word split One word being split into more than one word.
The conference that I would like to attend is the World Financial conference held in London and when.
LS.1
Making no sense A word does not make sense in the sentence.
In particular, Janet kilns and move will be traveling with me.
LS.2
Incompatible Incompatibility in the meaning between two sentence I could purchase a new pressure.
semantics constituents, including subject-object, preposition-object, Some of diary food must be refrigerated such as modifier-head, subject-predicate, and predicate-object.
eggs that can go back.
OE.1 Preceding error
The preceding word is an error.
In reviewing one of my peers, and cited to choose
Peter because it was only until this week that I really got to know him.
OE.2 Following error
The following word is an error. should reflect the chance that certain CERD were applicable. For example, alternative hypotheses were available in the alternative hypotheses format but not in the textonly format in our experiment. As a result, we adapted the concept of support from the association rule mining to measure the effectiveness of CERD. Support was defined as the ratio of the number of errors for which a CERD was actually used divided by the total number of errors for which that CERD could be used. The levels of support for the CERD are reported in Table 4 in descending order. There were two types of support values-all and correct. The former was based on all the detected errors, whereas the latter was based on the errors detected correctly. It is shown in Table 4 that the rankings of CERD appeared to be consistent between both types of support for the majority of CERD except OS.3 and LM.4, which were ranked much lower for correct support than for all support. This is because we did not consider letter case and punctuation as the sole explanation for a recognition error. Therefore, discussion in the next section focuses on all support.
Discussion
OUR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE USER-CENTERED APPROACH to discovering CERD resulted in a taxonomy of CERD. The taxonomy provides broad implications and benefits to both research and practice in error detection, including generic error detection, context-sensitive error detection and correction, and knowledge support for error detection.
Implications to Generic Error Detection
The taxonomy allows researchers to investigate CERD in a systematic way and guides future research and practice in error detection. As shown in Table 4 , LS.1 (making no sense) received the highest support among all the CERD. LS.2 (incompatible semantics) was also well supported. The former represents the cases in which a word does not fit in a sentence or is irrelevant to the meaning of the sentence. The latter represents semantic mismatches between two sentence constituents (e.g., subject-object and modifier-head). Both CERD suggest that semantic analysis, a process to determine what each word means and what a sentence means when individual words are combined with each other, is crucial to detecting semantic anomalies caused by speech recognition errors. Moreover, word co-occurrence analysis could be helpful to determine whether or not a word makes sense in a sentence.
LG.1 (phrase structure) and LG.2 (sentence structure) were next after LS.1 in Table 4 . They suggest that syntactic information, including parallel structures; modifier-header relationships; sentence completeness; and number-, person-, tense-, and voice-agreements; and so on, is indispensable to detecting speech recognition errors. Whether or not a word can be parsed and the probability of a word to be parsed are good syntactic/ semantic indicators [37, 49] . The state-of-the-art technologies for syntactic parsing are relatively mature, which could play a significant role in the detection of recognition errors.
HW.1 (hypotheses), HW.2 (confidence scores), and HW.3 (highest confidence score) were among the best supported hypotheses-based CERD. They reveal that, in general, alternative word hypotheses and their confidence scores are helpful to users in detecting speech recognition errors. They can be used to discriminate top hypotheses and to infer that a word is possibly wrong if its confidence score is much lower than those of other alternative words [44] . This implies that enhancing confidence measures is important to improving error detection.
LM.1 (part-of-speech confusion) follows HW.2 in terms of the level of support. Part-of-speech confusion may lead to ill-formed sentences. Consequently, traditional parsing technologies become less effective in dealing with sentences containing such errors and can even fail to produce an output. Therefore, a robust natural language parser that can indicate where a sentence breaks would be extremely valuable.
Among all the phonological CERD, LP.1 (disfluency) received the highest support. During spontaneous dictation, a participant must plan for the next sentence while speaking. Thus, disfluencies such as false start become useful CERD to identify errors in continuous speech such as dictation, meeting conversation, and presentation. The approaches to automatic disfluency detection have utilized prosodic information, statistical word language models, syntactic structures, textual information, and lexical features [24] . Nevertheless, this line of research is still at an early stage. Given that acoustic processing is insufficient to solve disfluencies, postprocessing would be necessary to reduce the ambiguity inherent in a single knowledge source. For example, repairs and false start may be detected via linguistic means.
OS.3 (letter case) was best supported among others type of CERD. Many speech recognizers either generate words only in lowercase or only partially address the letter case problem. This is largely attributed to the difficulty associated with detecting sentence boundaries. Although, in this study, the support of letter case was much lower for correct detection than all detection, it is shown that the letter case affects the usability of a speech recognition system. For example, it is uncommon to start a sentence with a lowercase and capitalize some common words within a sentence. Such problems may be addressed by sentence boundary identification and name entity recognition techniques, respectively. LD.1 (out of context) was the best supported discourse-level CERD. It indicates that other adjacent sentences provide a useful context for detecting errors in the current sentence. Sometimes it is necessary to look for useful CERD beyond one sentence. Unlike domain-specific dialogue systems or task-oriented recognition systems, the discourse information obtained from large vocabulary dictation recognition is less structured and predictable. Nonetheless, models and theories on the rhetoric structure of text [28] from discourse processing and computational linguistics fields can guide the effort on incorporating contextual information into error detection.
It is shown in Table 4 that OR.1 (redundancy) turned out to be a concern for a speech recognition system. This is partly due to the nature of dictation, in which a speaker tends to repeat previous words when a recognition system does not transcribe them immediately or when the output is wrong. Moreover, repetition of the same punctuation marks in a consecutive sequence in dictation appeared to be atypical to the participants.
LM.2-LM.4 refer to choosing a wrong (1) function word (e.g., conjunction), (2) content word (e.g., noun), or (3) nonword string (e.g., punctuation), respectively. The first two were supported better than average, but the last one was not supported well. In all three cases, a wrong word was chosen from the same grammatical category or a wrong punctuation mark was selected. Different techniques are required to deal with different kinds of words. For example, to detect the problem of wrong content word choice, semantic or discourse processing could help examine whether the word fits in a phrase, a sentence, or even a discourse. In addition, the problem of wrong function word choice may be addressed with corpus-based analysis of the collocation of function words and content words or dictionary-based pattern matching.
Those CERD whose levels of support were greater than 0.01 and less than 0.03 included LP.2 (phonetic similarity), LD.4 (background scenario), HU.1 (utterance hypotheses), HU.2 (utterance length), OE.1 (preceding error), and LP.3 (word split). Differentiating homonyms consisting of similar phones is a fundamental challenge in speech recognition. The problem of phonetic similarity is exacerbated in recognition errors that cut across word boundaries. This is rooted in incorrect segmentation of acoustic signal sequence of continuous utterance as well as n-gram language models that are widely adopted in speech recognition engines. A speech recognition error may generate a domino effect and result in further errors in subsequent words [7] . It implies that correctly detecting one recognition error may lead to the successful detection of other errors in adjacent words. In our study, background scenarios were found to play a notable role in error detection by providing discourse information about the text transcript, which can be especially useful in situations where the third party is involved. Like word hypotheses, utterance hypotheses and utterance length can also signal recognition errors. Longer utterances provide more context for detecting an erroneous word.
The next group of CERD whose support was at least 0.005 but no more than 0.01 included OS.4 (misplacement), OE.2 (following error), and LD.2 (coreference). The remaining CERD that were least supported in this study included HU.3 (path ratio), OS.2 (double negation), LD.3 (contradictory information), and OS.1 (contraction). Most of the above CERD deal with writing style issues or involve deep understanding of discourse or hypotheses information, and thus were not well supported.
Implications to Context-Sensitive Error Detection and Correction
Intuitively, different types of speech recognition errors (i.e., deletion, insertion, and substitution) require different CERD. Possible associations between error types and CERD can support context-aware error detection and correction by users or systems. On one hand, if specific CERD are applicable to certain words, they will not only facilitate detecting possible errors but also suggest how to correct errors. On the other hand, once an error type is specified, error correction can be better guided by a recommended subset of relevant CERD.
An analysis of error distribution in the text transcripts used in this study showed that substitution, insertion, and deletion errors accounted for 62.9 percent, 18.3 percent, and 18.8 percent, respectively, as shown in Figure 3 . This distribution was very close to the error distribution in the entire speech corpus (substitution: 63.7 percent; deletion: 18.7 percent; insertion: 17.6 percent). Apparently, substitution was the predominant type of error.
The error type distribution is echoed in the distribution of CERD in terms of error types, as shown in Table 5 . For example, CERD such as HU.3, LD.2-LD.4, LM.2, LP.3, and OS.1-OS.3 were used solely to detect substitution errors; CERD such as HU.1, HW.1, HW.3, LM.3, LP.2, and LS.2 were used predominantly (> 80 percent) to detect substitution errors. These findings suggest that hypotheses-based, style-related, and most discourse CERD are particularly useful for detecting substitution errors. They also confirm our anticipation that CERD concerning word choice issues (e.g., LM.2 and LM.3), phonetic similarity (i.e., LP.2), and semantic incompatibility (i.e., LS.2) are effective for handling substitution errors.
Some CERD, including HU.2, HW.2, LD.1, LS.1, and OS.4, were used primarily for substitution errors and occasionally for insertion errors. This corroborates the previous finding that hypotheses-related CERD are helpful to detect substitution errors. In addition, when an output word makes no sense or is perceived to be out of context or misplaced, the word can be corrected mostly likely by replacing it with a different word or sometimes by deleting it. LG.1, LG.2, and LM.1 were mostly used to address substitution errors and sometimes deletion and insertion errors.
It was interesting to observe that, although both OE.1 and OE.2 were associated with substitution and deletion errors, OE.1 was more commonly used in detecting substitution errors and OE.2 was more popular in detecting deletion errors. The former LG.1, LG.2, LM.1, LP.1 * ε is the probability of the CERD used for the error type.
was also occasionally used for insertion errors. Insertion errors accounted for the majority of the cases handled with LM.4 (nonword choice) and OR.1 (redundancy). As a result, nonwords and redundant words are most likely to be removed in error correction. LM.4 was also used for deletion errors occasionally to indicate missing punctuation. LP.1 was more likely to pinpoint substitution and insertion errors than deletion errors. This indicates that the output due to disfluency noise is likely to be corrected by word replacement or elimination.
In sum, more CERD were strongly associated with substitution errors than insertion and deletion errors. Since many CERD tend to be associated with a specific error type, the analysis of the relationship between different CERD may provide additional insights into error detection, which will be discussed in the next section.
Implications to Knowledge-Supported Error Detection
By analyzing the associations between different CERD, we will be able to empower users or systems with knowledge to help them make more informed and better judgments in error detection. This will also lead to the development of knowledge-based support systems [31] user error detection.
We used the Jaccard coefficient [1] , a popular metric for query-document matching in information retrieval, to measure the association between different CERD mainly for two reasons: (1) the Jaccard coefficient measures asymmetric information on binary variables (CERD are represented as binary variables), and (2) a pair of CERD usually co-occur in a small number of errors and co-absent in a large number of errors. Unlike traditional correlation coefficients, the Jaccard coefficient helps remove double-absence cases that make little contribution to the association between two CERD. The results are reported in Table 6 . Based on our observation, we empirically selected 0.05 as the threshold to distinguish strong and weak associations. The OS type of CERD was excluded from the analysis because those CERD addressed user errors rather than recognition errors.
As shown in Table 6 , LS.1 was most active, with strong associations with many other CERD such as LD.1, LG.1, LM.1, LM.2, LS.2, HW.1, HW.2, and HW.3. When an output word is out of context, has incompatible semantics, or results in ill-formed phrase structures, it is unlikely the word will make any sense in a sentence. Choosing a wrong word from the same or a different grammatical category can suggest that the word does not make sense in the sentence. Moreover, alternative word hypothesesrelated CERD can facilitate the judgment of whether a word fits in a sentence or not. In this study, LS.2 also played an active role in error detection, and it was highly correlated with LM.1 and LM.2. In addition, word hypotheses and whether they have the highest confidence scores can provide information about the semantic compatibility of an output word. Therefore, the judgment of whether a word makes sense or not can be enhanced by using other types of linguistic information such as discourse, syntactic, and morphological CERD and hypotheses.
LG.1 was highly correlated with LM.1, LP.1, HW.1, and LS.1. Specifically, illformed phrase structures may be caused by wrong parts-of-speech, inserting/deleting LG.1
LG.2 In addition to semantic CERD (e.g., LS.1 and LS.2), LM.2 was also highly associated with some phonological (e.g., LP.2 and LP.3) and discourse CERD (e.g., LD.1). The results suggest that a misrecognized content word is likely to sound similar to, or be a part of, the content word being spoken or to be out of context.
The strong associations between different word hypotheses CERD (e.g., HW.1-HW.3) in Table 6 show that they mutually reinforce each other. As discussed above, word hypotheses and related information are strongly associated with some morphological, syntactic, and semantic cues (i.e., LM.1, LG.1, LG.2, LS.1, and LS.2). Furthermore, HW.1 was also found to correlate strongly with LP.1, implying that word hypotheses are suggestive of disfluency.
Like word hypotheses, utterance hypotheses CERD were highly correlated with one another except for the relatively weak relationship between HU.1 and HU.2. The results imply that HU.3 (path ratio) complements other utterance hypotheses CERD. The high correlation between HU.1 and LP.3 suggests that if two consecutive words are perceived to be the outcome of an inappropriate split of one word, there is a good chance to catch such an error by referring to alternative utterance hypotheses. It is interesting to find that HU.2 has a strong association with LP.1, which warrants a further examination of the relationship between utterance length and disfluency.
Finally, our analysis revealed that OE.1 and OE.2 were highly correlated with each other. It infers that if there is an error with the preceding word, it would be helpful to check the following word in judging the correctness of the current word, and vice versa. This highlights the phenomenon of consecutive errors in the recognition output. Moreover, if the previous word is an error, background information (LD.4) can be scrutinized to help determine if the current word is possibly wrong.
By applying the knowledge acquired from multiple correlated sources, we should reduce the ambiguity associated with a single knowledge source in error detection.
Summary of CERD and Discussion
Using a user-centered approach, this study discovered a variety of CERD, including morphological, syntactic, semantic, hypotheses-related, and others, which were useful in detecting recognition errors. Some CERD received the best support in this study, including LS.1 (making no sense), LG.1 (phrase structure), LG.2 (sentence structure), HW.1 (word hypotheses), HW.2 (confidence scores), and LM.1 (part-of-speech confusion). Moreover, the utility of CERD was examined in relation to error types and other CERD. By incorporating CERD into an error correction system, automatic error detection and correction can be improved. The findings of this research also collectively lay the foundation for developing a decision support system that is able to recommend a group of correlated and context-sensitive CERD to facilitate users in detecting speech recognition errors.
The developed taxonomy of CERD not only provides new evidence to support some findings of previous studies but also discovers some promising new CERD to guide future error detection. For example, word hypotheses have been explored in error detection or correction [20, 43, 44, 45, 49] . The highest confidence score, approximated by the difference in the confidence scores between the best and the second-best hypotheses, was used to develop confidence measures [44] . In addition, the second-best hypothesis was used by some systems to replace the best hypothesis that was possibly wrong in error correction [27] . Preceding error echoes the observations of other studies [7, 12, 17] .
Some linguistic CERD, such as LM.1, LG.1, and LG.2, were incorporated as features to derive the scores of confidence measures and showed promising results [37, 41, 49] . Open-class word choice was used to detect errors at the word level [41] . However, the encoding of syntactic information in previous studies was restricted to either a probabilistic structured language model [37] or a probabilistic or nonprobabilistic representation of whether a word can be parsed [37, 49] . It is rare to encode specific syntactic knowledge explicitly. Such knowledge is found to be beneficial to error detection in this study.
Semantics-induced CERD were suggested by several other studies. For example, co-occurrence analysis was used to detect words that were incompatible with the surrounding words [38] . Features extracted by a semantic parser were helpful to exposing semantic incompatibility among different components [49] . The discourse CERD were incorporated into a dialogue system to indicate whether a word was already mentioned in the previous dialogue [41] . Co-occurrence analysis could also make use of long-range contextual features beyond those in the current sentence [38] . Nonetheless, this study represents the first effort to specify concrete types of semantic incompatibility and discourse incongruity caused by speech recognition errors.
Some CERD that were selected by previous studies did not emerge from this study. For example, path ratio [7, 15, 36, 44, 49, 51 ] is a complex measure, which may not be intuitive for general users to employ immediately.
It is encouraging to discover some new CERD in this study. For example, word split, coreference, background scenario, and redundancy are promising CERD that have potential in speech error detection and correction. Moreover, some syntactic and semantic CERD obtained from the experiment remain to be fully explored in improving the speech recognition output. The syntactic and semantic information that has been previously applied is restricted to whether words "can be parsed" or "co-occurred." Semantic and pragmatic knowledge can potentially address a key factor liable for recognition errors-lack of commonsense understanding of what is being said [8] . Therefore, automatic error detection will greatly benefit from the advance of natural language processing. Meantime, challenges faced in improving related linguistic techniques, such as coreference resolution, should never be underestimated.
Verbal protocol analysis, as we conducted in this study, was both time-consuming and labor intensive. Participants' data had to be reviewed several times by each encoder in order to avoid possible misinterpretation of their intentions. Moreover, reexamination was followed to consolidate and normalize the encoding results for different participants and to resolve disagreements between coders. We hope that the taxonomy created in this study provides a jump-start and general guidance for future studies along this line.
The findings on CERD in this study were based on dictation speech recognition. They do not depend on dictation but can be extended to other applications of speech recognition. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of CERD may vary as the speech context changes. For example, sentence hypotheses may become an important feature in dialogue recognition. As a result, the CERD reported here need to be reevaluated in other types of speech applications.
Conclusion
DETECTING AND CORRECTING RECOGNITION ERRORS are important and challenging issues in achieving widespread adoption of speech technology. In this research, we embarked on a quest to discover CERD in speech recognition output using a usercentered approach. A taxonomy of CERD was created based on content analysis of verbal protocols collected from a user experiment. The findings of this study can guide future research efforts to improve recognition output and aid users in detecting speech recognition errors.
This research makes multifold contributions to improving the usefulness of speech technologies. First, the developed CERD taxonomy is the first taxonomy in this field, which not only advances our knowledge on CERD but also provides a systematic organization of CERD for future reference. Second, this is the first study to apply a user-centered approach to discovering CERD, which overcomes the limitations of and complements the traditional data-driven approach. Third, we propose a new measure (i.e., support) to assess the effectiveness of CERD. Fourth, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to analyze CERD in relation to error types (i.e., substitution, insertion, and deletion). These findings, coupled with the ability to learn from users' behavior during error correction, will enable the development of knowledge-based, context-aware, and personalized systems to ease users' effort in error detection and correction.
The current work can be extended in several directions, such as implementing CERD and assessing their validity for automatic error detection, evaluating the impact of CERD on the user's performance in error detection, and investigating and comparing CERD in other types of speech applications such as dialogue systems.
